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In the 2018-2019 Logicalis CIO survey, we reported that 54% of CIOs were focused on “keeping the 
lights on”— a significant drop from 78% in 2017. That means that CIOs are finally taking the strategic 
reins and turning to third-party managed services providers and cloud services to augment their 
service delivery capabilities.  

This finding corresponds to the amount of time they spend on cloud strategy and innovation, which  
rose to 46% from 22% in 2017.  

With CIOs’ roles becoming more strategic, allowing them to spend more time on cloud strategy,  
we wanted to know about the criteria used to measure their success. Here’s what they said:

As you read the more about these use cases in the following pages, you’ll see the significant role 
that security plays in your cloud strategy and the value of laying a solid security foundation to meet 
your business objectives. Plus, we’ll show you how Logicalis helped our customers measure up.

74% 
SYSTEMS AVAILABILITY 

63% 
COMPLIANCE

62% 
COST REDUCTION

51% 
SERVICE INNOVATION

50% 
RISK MITIGATION

36% 
REVENUE GROWTH



USE CASE

Systems Availability

Today’s 24/7 global organizations require continuous on-demand access to 
IT services and applications, without noticeable downtime—downtime that 
can result in hits to productivity, revenue, customer satisfaction and company 
reputation.  

But availability doesn’t come free and it must be carefully considered within the 
context of business risk. In other words, what is your organization willing to risk to 
achieve the availability you need? As Amazon CTO & VP Werner Vogels once said: 

“Business rules drive availability choices. We all want 100% 
availability, but that actually costs money. Lots of services 
may be completely fine with 99% reliability; it may go down 
occasionally, but it’s cheap. So before paying for 100%, think 
about your business reasons for wanting it.” 

This is precisely why the cloud is ideal for meeting high availability requirements. 
Cloud providers can add and support far more infrastructure to achieve high 
availability than most organizations can on their own.

CASE IN POINT

Manufacturing Company  

A manufacturer needed to quickly divest a business unit and six manufacturing 
facilities within 6 months, a do-or-die proposition. The divested business unit had a very 
small IT team and a long-term hybrid cloud strategy. They needed a partner to help 
them stand up datacenter capabilities and provide staffing and Day 2 run support in 
the short term to ensure that its 1,000 employees had uninterrupted access to some 
100 business applications right away. 

The Logicalis Solution

Logicalis quickly moved in to help with datacenter design and implementation, 
network and Microsoft Active Directory separations, service management and 
managed and cloud services. The key technologies involved included IBM iSeries, 
Microsoft Windows x86 and SQL Servers, NetApp storage, Exchange Email, Cisco 
networking and telephony and a VMware hypervisor environment. Services included:

• Network separation and design

• Datacenter design 

• Private cloud and disaster recovery

• Managed services for on-prem and Logicalis Cloud infrastructure

• ServiceNow deployment

• Active Directory design and implementation

• Microsoft Office 365 migration 

• Cisco Call Manager deployment  

• Datacenter, network and telephony migration and cutover 

RESULTS 

Logicalis separated and migrated multiple workloads to the cloud, meeting the 
legally mandated deadline. A disaster recovery site for on-premise and cloud 
datacenters was deployed, as well as a new WAN and LAN infrastructure. Users 
experienced less than 2 hours of planned downtime and the new business 
is operating at 99.99% uptime. Now they’re seeking to extend their entire 
datacenter to the cloud.



USE CASE

Compliance

The regulatory environment today is becoming more complex, requiring CIOs 
and IT leaders to take a hard look at how best to meet SOX, HIPAA, PCI, GDRP and 
other mandates across their environment—including their cloud environment. 

Many organizations try to save time and money by retrofitting their existing 
security controls to their cloud environment. It’s also easy to presume that cloud 
providers are responsible for data security. Think of it this way: datacenter security 
is their job, data security is your job. That’s why it’s paramount to delineate 
responsibilities between your organization and the cloud provider. 

Make sure to evaluate those providers and their security offerings before making 
a commitment. Ask for their certifications and probe them about their regulatory 
understanding. Know who has access to your data, how it’s encrypted and how 
often your data is backed up. If they’re using multi-tenancy, be sure to ask what 
safeguards are in place to prevent your data from being compromised.

To ensure you meet compliance requirements, it’s critical to do your due diligence. 
If your organization lacks the time or expertise, be sure to seek out a managed 
services provider who is skilled in the latest security practices and experienced at 
working with public cloud providers. 

CASE IN POINT

Financial Institution  

Financial institutions are among the most heavily regulated, so deciding to move to the 
cloud is not a decision lightly made. To reduce the administrative burden of an aging on-
premise email infrastructure and ensure compliance with regulatory requirements, this 
financial institution chose to move its email system from an end-of-life archive solution 
to a cloud archive.

The Logicalis Solution:

Logicalis worked closely with the financial institution to implement appropriate security 
controls and ensure compliance with industry and government requirements. 

Using Microsoft Office 365 migration services, they migrated some 400 users to Office 
365 with Enterprise Mobility and Security, which includes data loss protection, encryption 
and email filtering features. 

They then installed a stronger authentication/access solution using Azure Active 
Directory and multifactor authentication, and ensured servers and devices were properly 
maintained and up to date through automation and the public cloud infrastructure. 
Finally, Logicalis implemented NetApp SaaS Backup to ensure that the institution’s 
emails would be appropriately archived to meet legal and regulatory requirements. 

RESULTS 

Not only did Logicalis help this financial institution reduce maintenance and support 
costs through depreciation of its on-premise Exchange environment, and improve 
employee productivity with real-time collaboration capabilities, they:

• Secured mobile access to email 
and application data with policy 
enforcement to protect corporate data.

• Eliminated the risk of data loss from  
the old archive solution and avoided  
the cost of a SAN replacement.

• Improved email security and mitigated 
a potential access breach by employing 
multifactor authentication.

• Automated device maintenance and 
updates to ensure compliance with 
security updates and patches.

• Ensured that all emails were fully  
backed up into perpetuity to meet 
regulatory requirements.

At the end of the day, the financial institution achieved a 40% improvement  
in user identity and access management security and a 51% improvement  
in audit readiness and software license accuracy.



USE CASE

Cost Reduction

With IT budgets shrinking and IT leaders considering ways to do more with less, 
cloud computing—when thoughtfully planned and implemented—offers an 
excellent way to reduce costs. It’s also an ideal option for companies with a small 
IT team or a team of IT generalists. Here are just a few ways to reduce costs: 

• Shift CapEx to OpEx – Shifting the cost burden from hardware and IT expertise—
both expensive resources—to cloud and managed services, frees up IT resources 
to innovate for your business.

• Get experts without hiring them – “Buy” needed cloud or security expertise 
through managed services providers without having to recruit hard-to-find and 
expensive professionals.

• Lower power costs – Moving workloads to the cloud means less hardware to 
power and cool. While power costs are built into monthly cloud costs, cloud 
providers can power and cool hardware much more efficiently than most 
organizations can. They can also negotiate with local utilities for more favorable 
rates. 

• Achieve redundancy/business continuity – Having your own servers requires a 
redundant (and expensive) hardware setup at another site for disaster recovery 
purposes. The cloud offers a more affordable way to meet your DR requirements 
without additional investments in hardware.

• Improve resource utilization – Instead of maintaining underutilized servers, 
workloads can be moved into the cloud where cloud providers are expert at 
maximizing resources. Plus, tool and version upgrades are managed by the 
provider, so you’re always up to date.

• Streamline workflows and processes – The cloud offers an ideal way to simplify 
processes and institute good governance, while reducing the number of 
management and other tools.   

There are still costs associated with moving to the cloud, of course, including 
data migration, security and access setup, training, etc. But these are typically 
one-time costs that can be recovered over time, while receiving cloud benefits 
immediately. When managed appropriately, the savings associated with cloud 
computing can be considerable.

CASE IN POINT

SaaS Vendor Management Services Company  

The company was using manual processes and multiple tools to support users and 
customers. They also lacked change management processes. Their prior arrangement 
resulted in annual overspend, so they wanted to reduce costs by having flexible licensing 
options for their frequent user account changes. In addition, the company wanted better 
control over the IT environment and spending and wanted to enforce pre-approved 
changes and systems provisioning.

The Logicalis Solution:

Logicalis worked closely with the company to improve their support function using 
automation and orchestration. As a Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider, Logicalis first created 
a flexible support option for Office 365, giving the company needed agility and more 
manageable licensing costs.

They then implemented the VMware vRealize Automation Suite to provide a secure portal 
where authorized administrators, developers and users can request new IT services from 
a common services catalog. With this tool, the company can easily manage their cloud 
environment and IT resources, yet still ensure compliance with policies.

With vRealize, they can build a provisioning infrastructure and create blueprints for 
deployable infrastructures, applications, desktops and many others. Having this capability 
enables them to quickly roll out requests for IT resources and improve the ongoing 
management of provisioned resources.

Finally, Logicalis integrated the company’s Chef Configuration Management tools with 
CMDB for a more flexible DevOps environment. 

RESULTS 

The company can now rely on a predictable monthly cost rather than an upfront 
hardware payment. And because costs are based on actual usage rather than annual 
estimates, they pay only for what they use—there’s no over- or under-provisioning or 
capacity planning to consider. 

With improved standardization and automated processes, it’s been much easier to 
adopt and use new features. As a result, the company was able to cut costs through 
staff reductions and reduce licensing costs by 1.3%. 



USE CASE

Risk Mitigation

While your cloud infrastructure may not be 
under your control, your data security is. Cloud 
providers offer a great deal of control in what 
you put into your environment, how you set up 
and monitor it and how you protect your data. 
Managing risk throughout that environment and 
aligning with your existing security framework is 
what’s most important.

Equally critical is periodically auditing your cloud 
security posture and proactively taking steps 
to reduce risk. Eliminating “shadow IT” and 
consolidating systems can go a long way toward 
your owning and controlling your data security 
to minimize risk to your organization. 

CASE IN POINT

Federal Agency  

A document imaging system at a government agency was at risk due 
to a decentralized datacenter operations group that allowed multiple 
imaging technologies and ad hoc disaster recovery protocols and 
processes. In addition, some datacenters could not support the 
required compute/storage requirements for image access. The 
agency needed to standardize on one imaging platform and convert 
all images to the new standard, while reducing risk with a consistent 
disaster recovery process across its datacenters.  

The Logicalis Solution:

After consulting with the agency and thoroughly understanding 
their requirements, Logicalis deployed a replication solution for more 
efficient backups. They then deployed a disaster recovery site in the 
Logicalis Enterprise Cloud and extended replication into Azure Blob 
storage for high availability of images.

RESULTS 

Today, this agency has a zero data loss solution that 
completely eliminated a tape backup/restore DR strategy 
and reduced RTO for disaster recovery by 80%. Not only do 
users have easier access to needed images, an integrated 
disaster recovery solution reduces risk for the agency. 



USE CASE

Service Innovation

While the cloud offers CIOs and IT leaders many powerful benefits, service 
innovation truly has the power to disrupt business. Consider how a cloud-
native company, such as Uber, disrupted the business of getting a ride. Or 
how Airbnb disrupted the lodging business. And while not a cloud-native 
company, Amazon is the biggest disruptor of all. 

Clearly, the cloud has become the platform of choice for service innovations 
that are disrupting existing markets and defining new ones. As one 
researcher said: 

“The most far reaching impact of cloud computing 
is its ability to empower not only IT innovations but 
its ability to drive that innovation into nearly every 
industry and personal endeavor in the form of digital 
services. The cloud is the engine for enterprise and 
societal transformation.” *

Becoming a service-centric organization, therefore, starts with the cloud.

*   Castro-Leon, E.G., & Harmon, R.R. (2018). Service innovation in the cloud: 
Implications for strategy development. Paper presented at the Portland 
International Conference on Management of Engineering and Technology 
(PICMET). PICMET 2018 Proceedings, August, PICMET/IEEE.

CASE IN POINT

Independent Software Vendor (ISV)  

An ISV wanted to re-platform their software into a SaaS-delivered 
application to improve the time it takes to provision and deploy their 
customers’ environments. They understood software design but had 
limited knowledge of public multi-tenant hyperscaler platforms. 

The Logicalis Solution: 

Logicalis’ DevOps team provided guidance and best practices for re-
platforming their applications onto a public cloud IaaS solution. They 
delivered a rapid ISV customer signup and provisioning solution that 
automated provisioning of Azure IaaS and related monitoring systems  
over the infrastructure. They also employed application containerization  
for deployment automation and control.

RESULTS 

By introducing service innovation into their mix with a 
SaaS delivery model, the ISV can now instantly deliver 
and deploy demo environments, reducing the time to 
onboard new customers by 80%. 



USE CASE

Revenue Growth

Ask what the biggest benefit to cloud computing is and most will say 
that it’s a way to reduce costs. While reducing costs is important, using 
the cloud to grow your business is a more strategic decision. How? 
The ability to move workloads around to gain the resources needed 
to speed application performance is one way and the impacts of that 
decision are many.

But organizations that take a strategic approach to revenue growth 
will also use the cloud to increase business insights through newer 
technologies, such as the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence 
(AI) and machine learning (ML), among others. Having more 
information, faster and more accurately, enables business decisions to 
be made more quickly. It also allows you to see and take advantage of 
new opportunities and outpace competitors. Benefits include:

• More quickly meet customer demand with faster product and 
service innovation.

• Improve employee satisfaction and empower them to better serve 
customers with more streamlined processes.

• Quickly capture new opportunities by better identifying potential 
customers and markets.

• Increase customer loyalty with more targeted offers and an overall 
better customer experience.

Organizations that clearly understand the value of the cloud and  
how it can help strengthen their competitive advantage and  
customer value will be better able to grow business and revenue.  

CASE IN POINT

Global Consumer Goods Company  

A global consumer goods company had multiple isolated customer support teams and 
systems that kept them from having a true picture of their customers and effectively 
growing their business. They needed to change their internal culture to increase 
coordination between the field services and customer service teams and better respond 
to customer requests and needs. They also wanted to give the teams more time to serve 
customers, rather than spend time navigating clunky processes and systems.

The Logicalis Solution:

To help them centralize their multiple support systems into a single customer support 
repository, Logicalis recommended and implemented a comprehensive ServiceNow 
solution, including these modules:  

• Agent Workspace for Customer Service Management to make it easy for their service 
and support teams to manage multiple accounts and support customer needs from 
multiple sources. 

• Major Issue Management so that they can proactively identify customers impacted by 
major issues or cases, provide information and manage the resolution process.

• Field Service Management to help the company schedule the right field service agent 
to visit customers and meet service level agreements.

• Customer Service Management so that agents can proactively resolve complex issues 
by engaging with other departments, improving product quality. 

• Workflow to allow the company to visualize and automate workflows using drag-and-
drop, eliminating manual or disconnected processes and removing bottlenecks.

• Self-Service that enables the company’s customers to actively seek their own support 
via a simple user interface.

RESULTS 

By linking their field service and customer service teams through an integrated support 
portal, the company was able to integrate, automate and streamline processes and 
workflows for a consistent customer experience. They now have insight into current 
service trends that helps them identify and automate common issues to increase 
customer satisfaction and loyalty. 

As a result, the company’s average order size grew by 2x and they’ve had a 10-point 
increase in their Net Promoter Score (NPS) which, according to developer Bain & 
Company, can account for up to 60% of a company’s organic growth. 



© 2020 Logicalis, Inc. Logicalis is a trademark of Logicalis, Inc.  
All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of the respective owners.

THANK YOU

As you can see, a thoughtful cloud strategy 
with security at its core enables CIOs and 
IT leaders to measure up and achieve their 
business objectives.

Award-winning Logicalis U.S. is part of an 
international, multi-skilled solution and 
managed services provider that helps 
customers harness digital technology and 
innovative services to deliver powerful 
business outcomes. Our partners are among 
the world’s leading technology companies 
including Cisco, HPE, IBM, NetApp, VMware, 
Microsoft and AWS. 

To learn more, visit www.us.Logicalis.com
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